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John Leathes
With very great regret the New Year must start with a record of the passing of one of
our longest serving members, Editor of this Newsletter from 1988 to 1998 and the
keenest of participants in club activities for many years before that. Many of those
earlier Philatelists contain want-lists of stamps illustrating his particular interests:“big cats” (but not lions!), ships of the Royal Navy, and submarines of all
nationalities. “Tiger” was a word he would pronounce with particular relish when he
gave one of his displays to the club, displays that frequently won him awards, not only
at HAMPEX shows but also nationally. He would have been happy that we remember
him with such stamps as these depicted, as fitting tributes to the enthusiasm and good
humour of his talks and the wide range and quality of his collections.
Their
premature closure was unhappily forced on him by eyesight problems at a time of life
when his beloved garden had become less easy to tend and his support of
Bournemouth footballers less active.
As for his chosen career in the “Andrew” we heard too little of his world-wide
exploits – even of those in the Korean war – but his navigational skills must surely
have contributed to his O.B.E., and Naval jargon was seldom far below the surface.
If in a club booklet he mounted a set of stamps and forgot one item till the end he
stuck it there and called it a “mismuster” and if he put a certain South American meat
product on his Waitrose trolley it inevitably became “corned dog”.
A.N.



CHAIRMAN'S ANNUAL REPORT
2020 will be a year we will all remember for the rest of our lives. It is a year in which we learnt
about Covid-19 and from mid-March we have suffered constraints of one type or another
severely restricting or curtailing the normal activities of the Petersfield & District Philatelic
Society. It was with great sadness that I learnt of the deaths of John Gammon and John Leathes
in the last few months. Both impressed me with their enthusiasm for our hobby and the
knowledge of the material they displayed. Each played an important rôle in our Society in earlier
years but neither had been to meetings recently. I had met John Leathes last summer to collect
two well built display frames for 16 sheets which he wanted to donate to the Society. He
appeared in good health then apart from his eyesight. There is an obituary for John Gammon in
the December Philatelist and for John Leathes elsewhere in this Philatelist
We had our A.G.M. in March 2020 as usual but were unable to fill all positions on the
Committee. This is a great disappointment and I hope that when we are able to hold our 2021
A.G.M., which has had to be postponed to a date yet to be decided, then two of you will be
willing to step forward and take on the roles of secretary and programme secretary. No
programme has been arranged so far for 2021-22. I am also most grateful to Tony New for
continuing to produce copies of the Petersfield Philatelist which is being circulated by e-mail at
the moment with a few paper copies for those not on e-mail for which I must thank Peter
Marshall.
On a brighter note, our 2020 auction was held successfully a couple of days before lockdown last
March. We were very lucky and I sincerely thank David Snowden and his team of helpers. Our
packet has run for part of the year and I hope some of you have found nice items for your
collections. I am very grateful to Steve Hickman for looking after this for us. We did manage to
fit in four 'socially-distanced' meetings at the Petersfield Community Centre from September to
December when between 6 and 8 members attended to show anything from one sheet up to
several frames of material. We saw some interesting material and those that attended felt it was
worth while. It was understandable that most of our regulars stayed away due to their very valid
concerns about Covid-19.
.
The last four of our planned committee meetings have been cancelled and urgent decisions have
been taken by e-mail. The committee has decided that those who were members in 2020 will not
be required to pay a subscription in 2021 as we have sufficient reserves and it is not likely that
meetings will resume before May - and even then they will need to be 'socially distanced'.
However I do hope that by then all of you will have received your first vaccination and most of
you your second. This means that our annual auction due in March 2021 has also been postponed
and we hope to hold it in the autumn.
.
So I end by urging you to take care and be safe.
.

Robin Pizer

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
We started 2020 with 42 members, down from 46 at the beginning of 2019. During the year we
lost Rosemary Hopewell and John Leathes, reducing our numbers to 40 of whom 2 are honorary
lifetime members. We also lost John Gammon who had not re-joined in 2020. We were unable
to attract new members during the year but will continue to offer members newsletters, packets
and monthly Monday evening displays when we can, and will examine other means of keeping
in touch with members.
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NEWSLETTER EDITOR’S REPORT
The option of an ‘online’ version of the Philatelist, mooted several years ago as a possibility, had become
a reality before the arrival of the Covid virus, and that coincided with in-house problems with printing.
The combined result was that the April 2020 number (215) was followed in October by 216 and belatedly
by 217. If the postal version of the latter reached you after Christmas, please accept editorial apologies.
It is amazing that commercially produced magazines have kept going (as incidentally so have stamp
auctions) with very few interruptions throughout 2020, a year that none of us will ever forget. It bids fair
to be followed by another which the pandemic if it continues will put into disarray. But let’s hope that
vaccines will prevail.
Distributing copies of the Philatelist at meetings will obviously stop if there are no meetings, in which
case the postal quota must be increased, and printed copies may become rarities. It would of great interest
– but we shall never know - how many copies have in the past been retained and filed and how many
humanely disposed of after, say, a couple of weeks. And does any member print his / her own from the
on-line version, and then file them methodically ? I suspect not !

A.N.

AUCTION SECRETARY’S REPORT
Considering the latest regulations and the situation that is likely to pertain until spring, the annual auction,
scheduled for March 13th, is clearly infeasible. Although we have considered replacing the event by a
postal auction, that option is a non-starter, as most of the material is unsuitable for purchasing sightunseen.
We are planning to reschedule the room auction in September (but not 25th, it being HAMPEX).
Everybody expects that public meetings will be permitted by then, and we will have adequate time to
decide how to arrange the site, if some form of social distancing is still required. It is also probable that
members and their families will be vaccinated, with immunity fully established, and should be willing to
attend such meetings.
This delay means there is further opportunity to look at potential items for sale, and these no longer need
to focus on ‘smaller’ and ‘suitable for postal sale’. Unfortunately, Philately has not been designated a
critical industry, so it will not be possible to arrange delivery/collection for some time; however, if/when
you do have material for the auction, please let me know, as normal service will be resumed as soon as
possible.

David Snowden

PACKET SECRETARY’S REPORT
Circulation of boxes was seriously interrupted in March by the coronavirus. All were recalled, in
common with those of other societies. However it was realised that with suitable precautions the service
(which was much missed by potential buyers) could be resumed, deliveries being made in the same way
as mail, groceries etc. The statutory ‘social distancing’ of 2 metres has to be observed, and packets may
be placed on doorsteps for very short periods on the strict understanding that recipients are informed in
advance. This procedure has worked well since July, when there was a temporary easing of government
restrictions, and more booklets will be welcomed.
At the close of the year 2020 two boxes were in circulation and six were ready to start. Sales up to that
date amounted to £3,125.74, i.e. producing £312.57 benefit to the Society.

S.H.
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RESTRICTIONS ON MAIL SERVICES
DURING THE FRENCH RECOVERY OF ALSACE LORRAINE AND
OCCUPATION OF THE RHINELAND 1918 TO 1925
The display described here was given by Robin Pizer at the attenuated December 2020 meeting

The story began with the end of the First World War on 11 November 1918. A German official in the
Ministry for Alsace Lorraine Department of the Interior at Strasbourg sent at least two letters insured for
48,000 and 14,400 Marks on 14 Nov. and a parcel insured for 180,000 Marks on 18 Nov. to Basel in
Switzerland. The first letter was intercepted by French troops at Saint Louis on 16 Nov. and definitely did
not get through, the second was no doubt also intercepted at the same time but it may not have been
released until a year later when a manuscript note on the envelope was dated 2 December 1919 and noted
the contents as 3 shares in a Mulhouse company ‘Dollfuss-Mieg’. The parcel was sent via Kehl in
Germany as French troops were in Mulhouse by 17 November. It went south through Baden arriving in
Basel on 19 November. So was the German official completing legitimate transactions or lining his own
pocket? The front and back of the parcel card are illustrated above.
The borders of Alsace Lorraine were sealed with Germany on 23 November with no mail permitted,
which was not surprising. What was surprising is that the Alsace border with Switzerland was also sealed
as evidenced by a French remark on a postcard dated 30 November which in translation said: “Now the
Swiss border is completely closed, entry prohibited with no exceptions. It is excessively severe.”
Examples were then shown of registered mail that was routed via Belfort in France to the west of
Mulhouse where it was censored at the existing censorship office and the letters were backstamped with a
rather smudgy postmark. They then went south to Pontarlier where mail had been exchanged between
France and Switzerland during the war. This shows a registered letter from St Gallen in Switzerland sent
on 23.12.18 addressed to Rodemachern, Lorraine
close to the Luxembourg border and routed ‘via
Pontarlier’ then sent to Belfort where it was
censored with an oval cachet ‘CONTRÔLÉ 99’
(in normal times the route via Basel to St Louis
would be used). The extent of this border closure
between Alsace and Switzerland is still not
properly understood but some evidence suggests
that it continued until February 1919.
Alsace had three censorship offices at Colmar,
Mulhouse and Strasbourg while Lorraine had one
at Metz. Colmar and Belfort censorship offices
were closed in January 1919.
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Another problem was the French desire to replace the German Mark with the French Franc and to get the
postal service working again. German stamps and postal rates were valid until 14 December 1918. But
French stamps could be used where 1 Franc = 1 Mark compared to 1 Franc = 0.80 Mark pre-war. From
15 December French stamps had to be used although German stamps were tolerated for a week or two.
The postal rates were then a mixture of French rates for services via France and German rates internally in
Alsace Lorraine and eventually to Germany. Some German postal services that had no equivalent in the
French system continued in use. One such was the service for delivery of legal documents with a
signature on receipt.
The first 5 frames concentrated on mail involving Alsace Lorraine showing rates and routes, censorship
and delays with many examples of mail that was returned
to sender for infringing one or more regulations. Private
mail was severely restricted to start with, while
commercial mail and official mail (of local government
offices) were less restricted. On 14 March 1919 the order
was given to re-open the railway service between Basel in
Switzerland and Brussels in Belgium via Luxembourg.
About this time a censorship office was opened in
Luxembourg city. Alsace Lorraine became formally part
of France again on 10 January 1920 when the Versailles
Treaty came into force.

The letter from Mannheim to Mulhouse was ‘seized by the military authorities’ and only three such are
known. That from Homberg in the Belgian zone to Forbach in Lorraine bears the only known strikes of
a long rectangular cachet in German saying “Forwarding cancelled by military authority / return to sender
/ Private correspondence to Alsace-Lorraine is forbidden”. The postcard from Mulhouse addressed to
Budapest bears the only recorded “ACHEMINEMENT IMPOSSIBLE” cachet from Mulhouse, Hungary
being enemy territory.
----------------------------The second 5 frames illustrated the French occupation of the southern Rhineland including the area that
was to become the Saar region. The French 10th Army entered Saarbrücken on 21 November 1918 and
had occupied the whole of the Saar by 24 November, ahead of the agreed date of 1 December. This Army
entered the German Palatinate on 1 December reaching Mainz on 5 December. The French 8th Army also
entered the southern Rhineland on 1 December, reaching Landau on 4 December. The instructions for
the postal services were not co-ordinated between the two Armies in December and there was some
confusion initially. The border with the rest of Germany was formed by the Rhine with some
‘bridgeheads’ east of the Rhine in the 50 km Neutral Zone. This border was closed completely by 14
December after which limited categories of official, banking and essential business mail was permitted.
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A Cross-Rhine Communication Service was set up at Ludwigshafen by order dated 17 December 1918 to
control mail with unoccupied Germany. By 1919 the main censorship offices were at Landau,
Ludwigshafen, Mainz, Saarbrücken and Luxembourg.
Generally speaking the restrictions in the occupied
Rhineland were more severe than in Alsace Lorraine
with many return-to-sender items shown. This item is
a postcard taken across the Rhine by hand on 3
January 1919 illegally to the Swiss consul in
Mannheim who then took it to Switzerland by
diplomatic bag.
Another postcard (shown here) was posted on 24
December 1918 on a train from Bundenthal on the
Lorraine border to Hinterweidenthal in the French
Zone addressed to Dresden in unoccupied Germany.
It was returned to sender who then smuggled the letter
across the Rhine to Mannheim where it was posted a
second time on 31 December to Dresden. It was illegal
to hand carry mail across the Rhine.
The restrictions on mail services were gradually eased
in 1919, especially so after the signing of the Versailles
Treaty on 28 June 1919. These changes were
illustrated. When the Versailles Treaty came into force
on 10 January 1920, the Interallied High Commission
for the Rhineland Territories, known by its French
initials HCITR, took over from the Armies the task of
administering the Rhineland.
As the Germans fell behind in paying the reparations
demanded of them, so the Allies, but particularly the
Belgians and French, punished the Germans. Thus on 6
April 1920 French forces occupied Darmstadt, Frankfurtam-Main, Hanau and the Belgians Duisburg and
Homburg. This is the only known cover censored at
Hanau. Posted in Berlin on 15 April to Schwarzenfels, it
had probably been in transit via Frankfurt. These
occupations ended on 17 May 1920.
French, Belgian and British forces occupied Düsseldorf
on 8 March 1921 while French and Belgian forces occupied Duisburg. The British withdrew in May 1921
but the French and Belgians stayed until 28 August 1925. On 9
January 1923 French and Belgian troops entered the Ruhr area to
seize coal as payment of reparations. Political prisoners were then
taken by the French and Belgians, forming another aspect of the
postal history.
On 20 February 1923 the French occupied the Mainz post office and
despite all protests the post office remained closed until 8 October
1923. This item, franked at 50 marks when posted required 2 million
marks when released indicated by the red ‘fee paid’ cachet, was
trapped in the post office along with other mail returned to senders.
Some companies arranged for their post to be delivered to nearby
places contrary to French instructions.
It was not until 25 August 1925 that the French and Belgians
withdrew to the left bank of the Rhine. The occupation of the Rhineland ended on 30 June 1930.
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Fifty Years ago

Extracts from Gibbons Stamp Monthly of February 1971

FOR EVERYTHING EXCEPT LETTERS
by C. I. A. Ritchie, M.A, Ph.D

By at least as early as 1859 the Penny Stamp had come to serve a multitude of uses unintended
by its founders, other than the obvious one of postage. It was handed out to children as a
substitute for pocket money, sent through the post for small money transactions, used to pay
newspaper subscriptions or small debts (as it is today) and also given away as charity. Other
uses of stamps were to make up small change in shops, to pay omnibus fares and to book
parcels at the receiving house. Many advertisements in the newspapers of the time asked for
stamps in exchange for bargain offers or useful information. “Send seven postage stamps,” ran
a typical advertisement, “And in return you will receive a silver spoon.” This would turn out to
be a German silver spoon, and would be a sample of a service of cheap plate which the
manufacturers were eager to push.
Even used stamps were eagerly sought after by collectors—and not just to insert in the
specially printed stamp albums which were pouring from the presses (by 1874 one popular
album had gone through twelve editions and another boasted of seventeen) but also for a
variety of other purposes. Trunks and workboxes had in the past been lined with paper—the
pages of books which did not sell being traditionally appropriated for this purpose—now their
owners wanted them papered with stamps instead, and, as they got more ambitious, they
started having closets, cabinets and whole rooms papered with Penny Reds. As the stamps had
had a good deal of handling before they were pasted on, they had lost something of their
original bright red colour, and changed to a faded rose. Furthermore, once the stamps had
been pasted in place and varnished a sort of optical illusion was produced, and the walls of the
room appeared to recede: “This result is due partly to the complete blending of the red, black,
and white lines”
As the century wore to an end stamps came to be used more and more for decorating ash trays,
cigarette cases, wall plaques, and even drinking glasses. Whole suites of furniture were
covered with stamps, and rooms were papered with new, uncancelled stamps, which must have
cost a small fortune. Cancelled ones only fetched £3 to £4 per million at this time. Round
about 1901 a Parisian philatelist called Desseignes lifted ‘stamp parquetry' as it was called,
into the fine art class by composing flower pictures out of old stamps. He tried to achieve the
same effects that the decorators who painted the pictures on Strasbourg or Rouen porcelain
secured by putting his pictures against dead white grounds, and only varnishing the pictures,
not the background. He stuck to fairly simple ‘paintings’ of natural subjects—deer drinking
from streams or butterflies alighting on flowers. Desseignes would begin by sorting out the
stamps he was going to use according to their colours, then he would draw the design he had
chosen, from nature, on to a plate, plaque, or palette, cutting out the stamps into the shapes of
the flowers or other decorations with a pair of sharp scissors or a lancet, and pasting them on
to the groundwork. When the design had been sponged down to remove any unnecessary
gum, and allowed to dry, it was then varnished. The final ‘picture’ looked like an oil painting.
continued
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Desseignes sold some of his plaques to Maury, a well known philatelic dealer in Montmartre,
and they soon became fashionable ornaments for stamp collectors‘ homes. The craze for
making stamp pictures soon spread to England, as enthusiasts seized on a hobby which could
be pursued with such a small outlay, the cost of the stamps being much less than that of the
commensurate amount of oil paints needed to paint the picture.
The stamps in circulation in the 1900s provided a palette of colours ample enough for any
artist. As subtle shading and nuances of colour were sought, only a tiny speck of the stamp
would be used, which perhaps explains why some stamps of the period are so rare. In making
up a portrait of President McKinley for example, one hobbyist used 1,005 U.S. stamps in red
and green, making the hair out of cancellation marks, forming a black coat out of the cut-out
heads of Washington, and giving the figure a green bow tie from green stamps. Some pictures
however were much more elaborate than this; thus one ‘flower piece’ which took a first prize
in one of the exhibitions for ‘postage stamp work’ which now began to be held, had a bowl
made of two cent Columbian stamps on a stand of three pfennig German ones, with flowers
growing out of it ‘made in their own colours with the stamps of almost every country in
Europe, Africa and America.’
Whatever the artistic merits of the stamp painters—and nobody would deny them a certain
twisted ingenuity—they did popularise the glowing colours of the world's stamps in Victoria's
time, and let us hope that many who began collecting stamps to cut them up did eventually put
some of them in albums.
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My Favourite Stamp
Continuing this series, Stephen Miles has nominated the G.B. Penny Red-brown imperforate of
1841-54. Over two thousand million were printed from about 170 line-engraved plates, and
enough have survived use and misuse to provide a seemingly
inexhaustible mine of interest to present-day collectors. Careful
study of minor flaws, and particularly of differences in the corner
letters (introduced to deter forgers and individually punched into the
plates by hand) usually enables collectors to identify the plate from
which a single stamp was printed. Often that is possible in spite of a
heavy cancellation or miscut margin. Stephen has found the endless
fascination of these stamps to be increased still more by considering
variations in ink and paper colour, and the wealth of different
obliterators and postal markings.

Something to do in Lockdown
HOW TO REMOVE AN INK OR BIRO STAIN FROM STAMPS
Have you received letters where the postage stamps have been defaced by a Post Office
employee?
I recently received a large envelope from the U.S. containing my Canal Zone Study Group
newsletter. Unfortunately a Post Office employee had overwritten the useful stamps on the
envelope, an action which normally makes them uncollectable. However I did some research
and found a method of removing the offending ink stain from the stamps but not from the
remains of the envelope. The method used was:
1. Lay the paper on top of a paper towel with the stain facing up.
2. Soak another paper towel and rub in alcohol or hand sanitiser and dab on to the back of the
stain.
3. Rinse the envelope in cold water.
4. Spray hairspray directly on to the stain.
5. Wash the envelope.
I tried this method and it worked!

David Allen

Your editor cannot vouch for the results of this treatment, but will anxiously await a suitable
envelope from the U.S. – bearing in mind however having read somewhere that removing stamps
from paper for re-use is regarded there as a criminal offence even if they have not been through
the post.
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